On Oct 1, 2013, at 10:48 PM, "dnewton0069@gmail.com" <dnewton0069@gmail.com>
wrote:
Sent from Windows Mail
<King Center letter.docx>
On Oct 2, 2013, at 9:49 AM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
Awesome. You should come to the council at our next meeting. Privilege of The floor
would be a great way. That way the FOP can't hide
Derek Dieter
On Oct 2, 2013, at 11:13 AM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
I will when I return from vac .

On Oct 2, 2013, at 11:28 AM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
Cool. You the man!!!!!Fuck these assholes
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 2, 2013, at 3:21 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
I may just write a letter to the board and read it there.
Fig
On Oct 2, 2013, at 3:41 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote
That would work well.
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 2, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
When u back ?
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 2, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
Oct 12. Demler just told me FOP can't help me he's so spineless .
Fig
On Oct 2, 2013, at 7:25 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote
I knew that was coming
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 2, 2013, at 7:26 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
Ok meeting will be Monday the 14th
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 2, 2013, at 8:04 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
Derek I will be there if not I will be writing a letter to the board and ISP requesting to see
the report.
Fig
On Thu, Oct 3, 2013 at 9:23 AM, Derek D. Dieter <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
In person would be the best. I think we can get others to stand with you
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 3, 2013, at 2:13 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
Derek I already wrote my letter that I will read and present to you all on the 14th. I'm
attaching it tell me what u think it's a little different than the fop letter.
On Oct 3, 2013, at 2:50 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:

Perfect. Lets start working on officers to come and stand behind you
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 3, 2013, at 3:14 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
I am concerned that after I go public the bulls eye is on my back and I am not in the city
council and I know I will be on my own. This ain't my first day.
Fig
On Oct 4, 2013, at 9:09 AM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
Ok we can meet with Farrand and Pat. When you read , you could add that part about
being a target.
That would really put them on notice but let's all meet
Derek Dieter
On Oct 4, 2013, at 5:55 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
I def want to meet I will return to Indiana on 10/13 and will present my letter on 10/14
Fig
On Oct 4, 2013, at 10:59 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
Ok while u are out I think Pat is gonna meet council in and ex session
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 7, 2013, at 3:55 PM, "Derek D. Dieter" <ddieter@southbendin.gov> wrote:
Can u resend the council letter ASAP please

On Oct 14, 2013, at12:55 PM, "David Newton" <dnewton0069@gmail.com> wrote:
This is the letter I will be reading tonight Derek will you copy it for each of the
council members since it is in care of you.

Thanks Fig
Sent from Windows Mail

